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QUESTION 1

For item pricing, quantity tiers that have both absolute and percentage adjustments are defined in the price list. How will
the price of the item be calculated? 

A. Only absolute adjustment would be applied. 

B. Only percentage adjustment would be applied. 

C. First percentage adjustment, and then absolute adjustment would be applied. 

D. First absolute adjustment, and then percentage adjustment would be applied. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The current implementation of Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite is interfaced with a payment system for credit card
processing. How would a solution designer efficiently handle the payment system\\'s "Service Unavailable" error during
payment authorizations? 

A. Set the retryFlag to "Y" in the YFSCollectionCreditCardUE output for the "Service Unavailable" error. 

B. Record the "Service Unavailable" error failures in a custom table and process them using a custom agent. 

C. Set asynchRequestProcess to "Y" in the YFSCollectionCreditCardUE output for the "Service Unavailable" error. 

D. No action is required. The Sterling Payment Agents will automatically handle the "Service Unavailable" error. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A retailer\\'s delivery rules do not allow shipping for an open box television (TV) that is more than 150 miles away.
However, they do support moving this TV through a network of stores that are spread throughout the country, until it
reaches a store that supports delivery to the customer. The retailer needs to configure such a multi-hop transfer of
inventory through the supply chain and provide an accurate promise date to a customer who is over 1000 miles away
from the store with the open box TV. In order to do so, Sterling Order Management considers all the following
configuration settings EXCEPT for: 

A. Receiving store calendar. 

B. Receipt Processing Time. 

C. Delivery resource pool capacity. 

D. Transfer relationship across stores. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A business needs to configure a drop ship from a vendor to a customer directly with visibility into the purchase order
(PO) created by the vendor and status updates on the PO. What should be done to meet this requirement? 

A. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization does not have a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on theorder.2. Do not check "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the purchase order.PO getting shipped will result in the corresponding sales order line
being shipped. 

B. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization has a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on the order.2. Check the "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the purchase order.PO getting shipped will result in the corresponding sales order line
being shipped. 

C. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization has a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on the order.2. Check the "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the PO. Place custom logic on PO "Shipped" event to update the corresponding sales
order status to"Shipped". 

D. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization does not have a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on theorder.2. Implement a listener on the PO pipeline that updates the sales order pipeline.3. Implement
custom logic to stamp the PO\\'s delivery location as customer\\'s address.PO getting shipped will result in the
corresponding sales order line being shipped. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer pays for an order using a Credit Card and a Gift Card. The business requirement is to authorize Credit
Cards, charge any Gift Cards presented, and provide an immediate response to the customer. Which of the following
APIs can be used to implement this? 

A. requestCollection 

B. executeCollection 

C. processOrderCollection 

D. processOrderPayments 

Correct Answer: D 
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